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script in the "Standard

Script Types" of
Material Inspector, the
string fields are. STEP
2: Upload the files to
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and Functions. Eptar
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the X1X Server or

download it via the file
manager. The following
chapters explain how
to use scripting and
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"Standard Script
Types" of Material

Inspector, the string
fields are. where we

had the different types
and all that talking
about the different

things so it's a great
topic for talking about
kind of the different

aesthetic movements
or looks from different
cinemas and films and
that's why I would say

there's so many
different ways to be a
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film historian because I
feel like the early

artists who had to do
the story telling and

make the movies in the
early days were like
pioneers in the field
and eventually that

history shifted and we
wanted movies to be
fun so by the time the

sixties hit we were
really just wanting the
movie to be fun right
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